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Cybersecurity�in�the�News



Security�in�Practice

Release product first,
patch as needed



Critical�Infrastructure:�Game�Changer?



What’s different about 
critical infrastructure vs 

traditional computer security?



Challenges�in�Securing�Critical�Infrastructure

• Heterogeneity: Interactions between software & physical components

A Roadmap Toward the Resilient Internet of Things for Cyber-Physical Systems.
Ratascih et al., IEEE Trans. on Dependable Systems (2019) 
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Stuxnet attack (2010)
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Challenges�in�Securing�Critical�Infrastructure

• Heterogeneity: Interactions between software & physical components
• Scale & impact: Beyond information security; attacks can have 

safety implications
• Legacy: Systems built without security as a goal; difficult to retrofit 

existing security mechanisms
• Human factors: Often the weakest link; little security expertise among 

users & operators
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Designing for 
resiliency against 

attacks in AI-driven 
systems

Automating
system-wide 

security assessment 
for ICS



Secure�Water�Treatment�Plant�(SWaT)

• Fully functional testbed, 
developed at Singapore U. 
of Technology & Design

• 6-stage distributed control 
system

• 62 sensors & actuators
• Wired & wireless 

communication 
Water Treatment Testbed, Singapore U. of Technology and Design

Reverse 
Osmosis Unit

Cabinet 
with PLCs

Chemical 
dosing station

Ultrafiltration 
Unit

UV 
dechlorinator

Fig. 1. The SecureWater Treatment (SWaT) testbed [46]

that require only very few compromises.
Figure 3 shows an overview of our approach to the security

analysis of a CPS. The engineer begins by building a model
of the system, and providing an attack specification that
determines the overall capabilities of the attacker. Given these
two inputs, an analysis tool is used to automatically generate
an attack scenario that describes how the system may end
up in an unsafe state. The attack planner then converts this
scenario into a validation sequence, which is a series of
control inputs that is intended to simulate the effects of the
generated attack; currently, this step is performed manually
by an engineer of the system. The validation sequence is then
performed on the actual testbed, confirming that the attack is
indeed feasible, or that it describes an invalid behavior of the
system; in the latter case, the engineer may refine the system
model in order to rule out the spurious scenario. The entire
process may be carried out repeatedly until the analyzer fails
to detect any further attacks on the system.

System Model: In our approach, a system is modeled as
consisting of four types of components, as shown in Figure
4: Physical processes, sensors, actuators, and controllers. A
physical process represents a mechanical or physical entity
that the system is designed to control (e.g., water tank). Each
physical process is connected to a sensor, which periodically
performs a reading of its state, and one or more actuators,

which directly manipulate the physical process to alter its
state. A controller performs actions to activate or deactivate
an actuator, depending on the information received from its
sensors.

Analysis: A system is said to be in an unsafe state when one
of its physical processes exceeds its operational boundary. The
goal of our analysis is to check whether there exists a system
trace that results in an unsafe state, given that some subset
of components have been compromised by the attacker; this
subset is called an attack configuration. A distinguished feature
of our analysis is in the parametricity of attack configurations.
Instead of requiring the user to explicitly specify which
components are compromised, our analysis will automatically
explore all possible attack configurations and enumerate ones
that lead the system into an unsafe state. If desired, the user
can also tune possible attack configurations by providing an
optional specification that limits the number of components
in a configuration, or requiring a particular component to be
included in or excluded from a configuration.

Threat Model: Given that formal approach, ultimately, is
intended to generate attacks for evaluating CPS defence solu-
tions, it is important to detail our assumptions about systems
and attackers, thus characterizing the kinds of attacks that will
be found. In the model building phase of our approach, we



Challenges�to�Securing�SWaT

• Typical SCADA: Little built-in security protection; limited use of 
crypto; connected to the Web (remote operator interface)

• Safety-critical: Tank overflow, pump damage, water 
contamination, etc.,

• Heterogenous: Dynamics of water tank, valves, pumps, etc.,
• System operators: HMI designed for safety, not security
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Fig. 1. The SecureWater Treatment (SWaT) testbed [46]

that require only very few compromises.
Figure 3 shows an overview of our approach to the security

analysis of a CPS. The engineer begins by building a model
of the system, and providing an attack specification that
determines the overall capabilities of the attacker. Given these
two inputs, an analysis tool is used to automatically generate
an attack scenario that describes how the system may end
up in an unsafe state. The attack planner then converts this
scenario into a validation sequence, which is a series of
control inputs that is intended to simulate the effects of the
generated attack; currently, this step is performed manually
by an engineer of the system. The validation sequence is then
performed on the actual testbed, confirming that the attack is
indeed feasible, or that it describes an invalid behavior of the
system; in the latter case, the engineer may refine the system
model in order to rule out the spurious scenario. The entire
process may be carried out repeatedly until the analyzer fails
to detect any further attacks on the system.

System Model: In our approach, a system is modeled as
consisting of four types of components, as shown in Figure
4: Physical processes, sensors, actuators, and controllers. A
physical process represents a mechanical or physical entity
that the system is designed to control (e.g., water tank). Each
physical process is connected to a sensor, which periodically
performs a reading of its state, and one or more actuators,

which directly manipulate the physical process to alter its
state. A controller performs actions to activate or deactivate
an actuator, depending on the information received from its
sensors.

Analysis: A system is said to be in an unsafe state when one
of its physical processes exceeds its operational boundary. The
goal of our analysis is to check whether there exists a system
trace that results in an unsafe state, given that some subset
of components have been compromised by the attacker; this
subset is called an attack configuration. A distinguished feature
of our analysis is in the parametricity of attack configurations.
Instead of requiring the user to explicitly specify which
components are compromised, our analysis will automatically
explore all possible attack configurations and enumerate ones
that lead the system into an unsafe state. If desired, the user
can also tune possible attack configurations by providing an
optional specification that limits the number of components
in a configuration, or requiring a particular component to be
included in or excluded from a configuration.

Threat Model: Given that formal approach, ultimately, is
intended to generate attacks for evaluating CPS defence solu-
tions, it is important to detail our assumptions about systems
and attackers, thus characterizing the kinds of attacks that will
be found. In the model building phase of our approach, we



Challenge:�System-Wide�Security�Evaluation

• What is the impact of local, component-level vulnerabilities on the 
overall plant safety? Where are the weakest links in the system?

• Existing approaches: Manual process or focus on component 
vulnerabilities

  

PROCESS AND SYSTEM OVERVIEW 

 

Each of the six sub‐processes, referred to as P1 through P6, is controlled by a set of dual Allen-Bradley PLCs, a 
primary and a redundant hot‐standby. The operation status of the PLCs is monitored by the SCADA system. These 
sub-processes are shown in Figures 1 and 2.  

 

Figure 1: SWaT’s six-stage processes 

 

Figure 2: HMI/SCADA screenshot

Legend 
x P1: Raw water supply & storage 
x P2: Chemical dosing 
x P3: UF 
x P4: Dechlorination 
x P5: RO 
x P6: RO permeate transfer, UF 

backwash 
x AITx0y: Analyser Indicator 

Transmitter 
x DPITTx0y: Differential Pressure 

Indicator Transmitter 
x FITx0y: Flow Indicator Transmitter 
x LITx0y: Level Indicator Transmitter 
x MVx0y: Motorised Valve 
x Px0y: Pump 
x x = component # ; y = process 

module# 
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• Goal: Automate system-wide ICS security evaluation through 
attack modeling, synthesis and validation

• Approach: Leverage combinations of techniques from
• System modeling: Reusable, analyzable threat model for ICS
• Formal verification: Automated, exhaustive analysis for 

attack synthesis
• Machine learning: Inference of physical dynamics model from 

operation logs
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• Reduced effort:
• Modeling: Dynamics are difficult to model; learn from data
• Analysis: Automate attack benchmark generation
• Validation: Automatically execute & validate attacks

• Rigorous guarantee: Based on a mathematical foundation; 
systematically enumerate all possible attacks

• System-wide: Analyze impact of local vulnerabilities on the overall 
system safety



Overview�of�the�Approach
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• Goal: Automate system-wide ICS security evaluation through 
attack modeling, synthesis and validation

• Research Problems
• Heterogenous (cyber & physical) model integration framework
• Automated attack synthesis
• Data-driven inference of physical dynamics model
• Automated anomaly detection & incident response
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• Goal: Automate system-wide ICS security evaluation through 
attack modeling, synthesis and validation

• Research Problems
• Heterogenous (cyber & physical) model integration framework
• Automated attack synthesis
• Data-driven inference of physical dynamics model
• Automated anomaly detection & incident response



Control�Systems

Controller

Actuator

Physical
Process

Sensor

• System Structure
• Physical processes Tanks, valves, pumps
• Controller Issue actuator commands based on sensor values

• Safety Requirements
• No tank overflow, pump damage, water contamination



Invariant-Based�Monitor

• Invariant: Describes expected behavior of a physical process given the 
state of actuators

• Example: “If the valve is closed and the pump is on, then the water level in 
the tank should decrease over time”

• Monitor: Checks whether invariant satisfied; if not, raise an alarm to 
indicate potential anomalies in the system

Controller

Actuator

Physical
Process

Sensor

M

Monitor

Tank
state=Low

Valve
state=ON

Pump
state=OFF



Threat�Model

• Attacker capabilities
• Compromise comm. links; drop/inject/modify packet
• Inject fake sensor readings or actuator commands
• Assume: PLCs & physical plants trusted
• vs. safety: Multiple sensors compromised at a time

• Attacker’s goal 
• Lead system into unsafe state without being detected

Controller

Actuator

Physical
Process

Sensor

M

A
A



Security�Assessment�Framework

A framework for system operators to explore:
(1) Is the current monitor sufficient to ensure 
      the safety requirements?
(2) What actions does the attacker need to 
      perform to bypass the monitor?

Our approach: 
To automate these tasks, build a 

formal, analyzable model of an attacker



Modeling�an�Attacker

Attacker as an edit function
A:�T�→�T

Controller

Actuator

Physical
Process

Sensor

M

A

T:�Traces

Edit automata: Enforcement mechanisms for run-time security policies 
Ligatti, Bauer, Walker (2005)

A



Invariant-Based�Monitor

• Invariant: Describes expected behavior of a physical process given the 
state of actuators

• Example: “If the valve is closed and the pump is on, then the water level in 
the tank should decrease over time”

• Monitor: Checks whether invariant satisfied; if not, raise an alarm to 
indicate potential anomalies in the system
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Modeling�the�Monitor

Attacker as an edit function

Monitor as a predicate on traces
A:�T�→�T

M:�T�→�{true,�false}

Controller

Actuator

Physical
Process

Sensor

M

A

T:�Traces

A

where�M(t)�=�true�if system execution t satisfies its invariants



Water�Treatment�Example

Tank
state=LowValve

state=ON
Pump

state=OFF

Monitor



Sensors

Tank
state=LowValve

state=ON
Pump

state=OFF

Flow Meter 1
reads=Y

Level Sensor
reads=Low

Flow Meter 2
reads=N

Flow Sensor 1
reads=Y

Flow Sensor 2
reads=N

Monitor



Example�Editing
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Example�Editing
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Example�Editing

Flow Meter 1
reads=Y

Level Sensor
reads=Low

Flow Meter 2
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t�=�<�L=Low,�F1=Y,�F2=N,�L=Med�

t'=�<�L=Low,�F1=N,�F2=N,�L=Low



Example�Editing

Flow Meter 1
reads=Y

Level Sensor
reads=Low

Flow Meter 2
reads=N

Tank
state=MedValve

state=ON
Pump

state=OFF

Level Sensor
reads=Med

Flow Sensor 1
reads=Y

Flow Sensor 2
reads=N

Monitor

t�=�<�L=Low,�F1=Y,�F2=N,�L=Med,�F1=Y,�F2=N�>�

t'=�<�L=Low,�F1=N,�F2=N,�L=Low,�F1=Y,�F2=N�>�



Stealthy�Editing

t�=�<�L=Low,�F1=Y,�F2=N,�L=Med,�F1=Y,�F2=N�>�

t'=�<�L=Low,�F1=N,�F2=N,�L=Low,�F1=Y,�F2=N�>�

A(t)�=�t'�
M(t')�=�true

Monitor believes everything is OK!



Sample�Attack�Scenario

Monitor

Tank�
state=MedValve


state=ON
Pump


state=OFF

Flow Sensor 1

reads=Y

Flow Sensor 2

reads=N

Level Sensor 

reads=Med

Low



Tank�
state=HighValve


state=ON
Pump


state=OFF

Flow Sensor 1

reads=Y

Flow Sensor 2

reads=N

Level Sensor 

reads=High

Med

Monitor

Water level high: Flow must be stopped.

Sample�Attack�Scenario



Sample�Attack�Scenario

Tank�
state=OFValve


state=ON
Pump


state=OFF

Flow Sensor 1

reads=Y

Flow Sensor 2

reads=N

Level Sensor 

reads=OF

H
Overflow!

Monitor



Given a particular monitor (M), is there 
an unsafe trace that remains undetected by M?

∃t,t'�∈�T�|�¬safe(t)�∧�t'�=�A(t)�∧�M(t')�=�true

Stealthy�Attack�Synthesis



Parameterized�Attacker�Model

A(n,d):�T�→�T

# compromised
sensors

attack duration
(e.g., # rewriting)



Given M, what is the smallest attack that can be 
carried out without being detected?
Find minimal�n,�d�s.�t.�
��∃t,t'�∈�T�|�¬safe(t)�∧�t'�=�A(n,d)(t)�∧�M(t')�=�true

Minimal�Attack�Synthesis



Attack�Synthesis�as�Constraint�Solving

Models (system architecture, 
attacker), safety requirement

Satisfying instance as an
attack trace

Constraint Solver
(SAT/SMT)

Logical constraints

“Is there a possible 
attack that results in a 

safety violation?”

...(b _ (x+ y  0))

(¬b _ (x+ z  10))

8x · (x� y  0)^
(z � x  �1)...



Experimental�Results

Outcome
4 distinct overflow, pump attacks 

No more than 2 sensors per attack
Synthesis time: < 15 seconds

Procedure
6 sensors, 7 actuators, 3 PLCs

Worked with engineers for system model
Replayed & confirmed on the plant

Joint work with Sridhar Adepu & Aditya P. Mathur 

Limitations
Manual effort: Model construction & attack validation

On-going: Automated inference of detailed timed models



Overview�of�the�Approach
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• Goal: Automate system-wide ICS security evaluation through 
attack modeling, synthesis and validation

• Research Problems
• Heterogenous (cyber & physical) model integration framework
• Automated attack synthesis
• Data-driven inference of physical dynamics model
• Automated anomaly detection & incident response



• Goal: Learn models capturing dynamics of sensors & actuators 
from plant operational logs

• Learn interpretable models: In particular, probabilistic timed 
automata (PTA) & Bayesian networks

• Use the models for (1) anomaly detection (“Does the observed 
sequence deviate from the model?”) & (2) synthesis of attacks 
using formal verification

Learning�ICS�Dynamics�Model

Dynamics 
Model 

Inference Tool

Sensor & actuator signals Timed automata



Takeaway

Traditional critical infrastructure systems
are not designed against security attacks.

By leveraging formal threat model & 
automated analysis,

we can discover potential safety violations 
before they take place.

Evaluating the system-wide impact 
of vulnerabilities on safety can be a 

time-consuming & error-prone process.



Secure�&�Resilient�Critical�Infrastructure

Automating
system-wide 

security evaluation 
for ICS

Designing for 
resiliency against 

attacks in AI-driven 
systems



• AI is increasingly being used in critical infrastructure systems
• Popular forms of AI (e.g., deep learning): Powerful, but imperfect:

• Overfitting: Accuracy as good as data; corner cases difficult
• Opaqueness: Why did AI make this decision?

• Resiliency in AI-driven systems: If AI makes mistakes, how do 
we ensure it does not lead to critical security/safety failures?

AI�in�Critical�Infrastructure





AI-Driven�Systems



Adversarial�Examples�in�ML

Evasion attack: Small, unrecognizable perturbation 
can cause misclassification



Defending�against�Adversarial�Examples

“A Complete List of All (arXiv) Adversarial Example Papers”
by Nicholas Carlini

Building secure 
ML models

is really hard!



Increasing�Resiliency�against�Attacks

• Redundancy: Design & build-in multiple, diverse mechanisms to 
detect attacks

• Designing robust stop signs
• Insight: We (e.g., government) have control over the design!
• Insert a barcode as a checksum; harder for the attacker to 

manipulate without being detected

“Reliable Smart Road Signs”, Sayin, Lin, Kang, Shiraishi, Basar
Transc. on Intelligent Transportation Systems (2019)



End-to-End�Learning�for�Autonomous�Vehicles

NVIDIA Developer Blog
Bojarski et al (2016)

ML for steering & 
speed control, 

not just perception



Increasing�Resiliency�against�ML�Errors

given as � := 8t 2 {0, 1, 2, . . . , T},'(x
t

)  0 where func-
tion ' : X ! R indicates whether a state x is safe, i.e. if
the state is safe, '(x)  0; otherwise '(x) > 0. After the
learning-based controller generates an output u0, the safety
controller ⇡safe firstly verifies the satisfiability of � by us-
ing a MPC-like formulation as below.

min
x,u

0 (8)

s.t. x

t+1 = f(x
t

, u

t

) t = 0, 1, 2, . . . , T (9)
'(x

t

)  0 t = 0, 1, 2, . . . , T (10)
u0 = ⇡(x0) (11)

The formula is similar to MPC yet solves a feasibility
problem instead of optimal control problem. If this problem
is feasible, � can be satisfiable and u0 is deemed acceptable.
Then the final output is u

safe = u0. Otherwise, the safety
controller ⇡safe solves another feasibility problem which is
the same as (8) ⇠ (10) except for removing the constraint
(11). Note that it is possible that � is unsatisfiable at all, in
which case there is no solution for the feasibility problem.
Whereas, if only u = ⇡(x) of previous step has been proved
acceptable, then it is guaranteed that there at least exists a
sequence of control actions for the following 1 ⇠ T � 1
steps such that '(x

t

)  0.
To efficiently address the constraint (9), we utilize the

iLQR approach as in (Chen, Zhan, and Tomizuka 2017).
The safety constraint (10) can be resolved by using a bar-
rier method. The '(.) function can be rewritten as a barrier
function b : X ! R

+ such that '(x)  0 ) b(x) ⇡ 0
and '(x) � 0 ) b(x) ⇡ 1. For instance, b(x) =
w1exp[w2U(x)] with arbitrary constants w1, w2. Based on
a nominal trajectory ⌧ = {(x0, u0), (x1, u1), . . .}, a pertur-
bation (�x0, �u0, �x1, �u1, . . .) can be solved and added to
⌧ such that the barrier function in each state can be expanded
as b(x

t

+ �x

t

) = b(x
t
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By adding

P
T

t=0 b(xt

+ �x

t

) to the objective in (8), a stan-
dard iLQR problem is formulated and a feasible solution for
(8) ⇠ (10) can be obtained heuristically. In practice, to re-
duce the time consumption, before solving the feasible prob-
lem, one can forward simulate the learning-based controller
⇡ for T steps. If the simulated trajectory satisfies �, then the
feasibility problem is not needed for the current steps.

Safe Policy Synthesis via Fine-Tuning

Despite guaranteeing safety, the MPSC structure tends to
produce undesirable behaviors due to frequent switching be-
tween the two controllers. In fact, it is still computationally
expensive to solve the safe control action via a feasibility
problem as mentioned earlier. In contrast, inference in the
learning-based controller is generally fast (Wu et al. 2019).
To amortize the conflicting needs for efficiency and safety,
we seek to improve the safety for learning-based controller
such that its ratio of usage can be increased. Given a control
policy that has already been trained in an unknown training
context, we fine-tune the policy by further training it via im-
itation learning with the safe control actions produced by the
safety controller.

Note that once the safety controller ⇡safe intervenes by
generating a safe control output usafe

t

at some state x

t

, it

is equivalent to obtain a new training data (x
t

, u

safe

t

) for
safety. As shown in Fig.2a, we attach an imitation learn-
ing module such that we can fine-tune the learning-based
controller with this training sample (x

t

, u

safe

t

). After fine-
tuning ⇡, we can obtain a new policy ⇡

0. In practice, we
iteratively repeat this process until the safety controller no
longer intervenes. In the experiments, we show that this ap-
proach is effective in improving safety for a learning-based
controller. Meanwhile, performance degradation is also ob-
served after the fine-tuning. The intuitive explanation is that
the safety controller only generates safe control actions re-
gardless of its performance.

(a)
(b)

Figure 2: (a)The MPSC structure contains a learning-based
controller ⇡ and a safety controller ⇡

safe. The learning-
based controller’s output u

t

is filtered by ⇡

safe which gen-
erates a safe control action u

safe

t

that guarantees the satis-
fiability of �. The imitation learning procedure enables the
learning-based controller to learn a safer policy ⇡

0 from the
safe control action u

safe

t

. (b) The safe policy enhancement
flow chart. By referring to the initial policy ⇡(; ✓0), a model
predictive approach is applied to synthesize training data.
By learning from the data, the safe policy can incrementally
resemble the ⇡(; ✓0) and thus regain performance.

.

Model Predictive Safe Policy Enhancement

In this section, we introduce a methodology for enhancing
the performance of the fine-tuned policy by effectively syn-
thesizing new training data. Assume that the initial learning-
based controller is a parameterized neural network policy
⇡(; ✓0) that has been well-trained to finish certain task. Af-
ter iterations of fine-tuning by the MPSC structure, a safe
policy ⇡(; ✓

i

) is obtained. The control output can be repre-
sented as u

t

= ⇡(x
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), where ⇡ is the current policy and
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is the current policy parameter. Then u
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can be locally
linearized as in the following equations.
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By interpolating (14) into the linearized dynamics (6),

equation (15) can be obtained.
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• Safety controller: monitors every output from ML-based controller
• Unlike NN, control logic is interpretable & verifiable
• If unsafe action detected, intervene & generate a safe action

• The safe action is used to train the ML model online
• i.e., ML learns to behave in a safe manner 

Model Predictive Safety-Guided Policy Enhancement
Joint work w/ Boston University & Toyota (under submission)
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approach with a lane following task in an open urban driv-
ing simulator, CARLA (Dosovitskiy et al. 2017). The state
variables include position, velocity and yaw angle. We use
a simple bicycle model as in (Chen, Zhan, and Tomizuka
2017) when implementing our algorithm. To train an initial
neural network controller, we collect the data by driving a
simulated vehicle on the empty roads at a speed no higher
than 30km/h and strive to stay in the center of the lane all
the time. During testing, we put the vehicle in an unseen
one-in-one-out rotatory as in Fig.4a where occasionally the
friction in the specific area bounded by a yellow box as in
Fig4b is drastically reduced. As it is inevitable for the ve-
hicle to slide outside lane once the grip of the road is lost,
we propose a safety requirement that ‘once the distance be-
tween the vehicle and the center of the lane is larger than
1.5m, the controller should drive the vehicle back into the
lane within 5 seconds’.

(a) (b)

Figure 4: (a) The rotary with one entrance and one exit. The
white curves are the boundary of the lane. The green curve
indicates the center of the lane. The initially trained neural
network is able to drive the vehicle closely along the green
curve. (b) The friction in the area bounded by the yellow
box is lost. The vehicle inevitably loses grip of the road and
slides out of the lane boundary.

Initially, the vehicle is able to stay inside the lane as re-
quired when the friction-loss does not happen. But when it
happens, the neural network fails to satisfy the safety re-
quirement and the vehicle stays outside the lane boundary
henceforth as in Fig.5a. Thanks to the intervention of the
safety controller, the MPSC structure is able to satisfy the
safety requirement by steering the vehicle back as in Fig.5b
where the blue segment indicates the intervention of the
safety controller. After being fine-tuned with the data from
the safe trajectories, the neural network controller is able to
satisfy the safety requirement. However, as can be seen in
Fig.5c, it tends to steer towards the center of the rotatory
even if the friction-loss does not happen. The vehicle crosses
the inner lane boundary and even hit the curb but manages
to steer back in time. Whereas, this excessive steering is un-
desired. Therefore, we implement our policy enhancement
approach for the neural network controller to ameliorate this
issue. The resulted trajectories can be seen in Fig.5e. The ve-
hicle stays within the lane all the time when the friction-loss
does not happen. Meanwhile, once the friction-reduction
event happens, the neural network is still able to correct it-
self. Fig.5d shows that the enhanced policy renders better
continuity in the velocity of the vehicle while the interven-
tion of the safety controller causes a drastic drop of velocity.

(a) (b)

(c)
(d)

(e) (f)

Figure 5: The red curves are the trajectories of the vehicle.
(a) The neural network controller fails to correct itself from
friction-loss. (b) The safety controller intervenes to drive the
vehicle back into the lane as indicated by the blue segment.
(c) After the fine-tuning, the neural network controller is
able to correct itself from friction-loss. (d) The velocity of
the vehicle with and without the intervention of the safety
controller shows different continuity. The red curve is for
the initial policy and the blue dots indicate the intervention
of the safety controller. The green curve is for the enhanced
policy. (e) The fine-tuned neural network controller tends
to drive towards the center of the rotatory even though the
friction-loss does not happen. (f) After using the policy en-
hancement algorithm, the undesired behavior is alleviated.

Conclusion

We consider a control architecture that combines a learning-
based controller with a backup safety controller to ensure
safe control. We observe that such a combination, while
adds safety assurance, can produce undesired outputs or
cause significant performance degradation. We propose to
address this problem by first fine-tuning the learning-based
controller with the safe control outputs, and then enhancing
the performance of the resulting policy by further optimizing
its parameters. Our experiments indicate that our proposed
approach is effective in achieving both safety and perfor-
mance even when the dynamical model used by the safety
controller is not exact. In the future, we plan to consider
other types of safety controllers and extend our techniques
to end-to-end control.

Model Predictive Safety-Guided Policy Enhancement
Joint work w/ Boston University & Toyota (under submission)

• Safety requirement: “If the vehicle moves more than 1.5m from the 
center (green), must bring the vehicle back into the lane”

• (a) Without safety controller, ML fails to bring vehicle back in time
• (b) Safety controller overrides ML & generate safe actions (blue)
• (c) After learning from safe actions, ML steers itself back into the lane
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Secure�&�Resilient�Critical�Infrastructure

Automating
system-wide 

security evaluation 
for ICS

Designing for 
resiliency against 

attacks in AI-driven 
systems



• Modeling & analysis for system of systems: Emergent behaviors 
from system-to-system interactions 

• Automated incident response & failure recovery
• Modeling uncertainty & resiliency against evolving threats

Future�Research�Challenges



New�York�Magazine,�June�16,�2016

 Automobile takeover & 
Hospital database shutdown & 

City-wide power outage



Critical�Infrastructure:�Interconnection

• Modeling & analysis of cascading attacks across multiple ICS
• Design methods to achieve resiliency against cascading attacks



Takeaway

• Challenges to securing CI
• Safety failures, not just information leaks
• “Release & patch” approach no longer acceptable!
• Increasing dependence on imperfect, opaque AI

• Approaches
• System-wide security evaluation: Automation 

through threat modeling & attack synthesis 
• Design for resiliency against AI mistakes: 

Verifiable redundancy mechanisms for dealing 
with AI errors

Thank you! 
Any questions?


